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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved hybrid cooperative algorithm
that combines cooperative cuckoo search algorithm and particle swarm
optimisation, called HCCSPSO. The cooperative co-evolutionary framework is
applied to cuckoo search algorithm to implement dimensional cooperation. The
particle swarm optimisation algorithm, viewed as a cooperative component, is
embedded in the back of the cuckoo search algorithm. During iteration, the
best solution obtained by the previous cooperative component is randomly
embedded in the last one to avoid the pseudo-minima produced by the previous
one, while the subcomponents of best solution from the last cooperative
component are also randomly planted in the subcomponents of the previous
one. The results of experimental simulations demonstrate the improvement in
the efficiency and the effect of the cooperation strategy, and the promising of
HCCSPSO.
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1

Introduction

Cuckoo search (CS), a swarm intelligence-based nature-inspired algorithm, bases on the
obligate brood parasitic behaviour of some cuckoo species in combination with the Lévy
flights behaviour of some birds and fruit files (Yang and Deb, 2009, 2010). During
iteration process, CS cooperatively uses Lévy flights random walk (LFRW) and
biased/selective random walk (BSRW) to search new solutions. After each random walk,
the greedy strategy selects a better solution from the current and new generated solutions
according to their fitness.
CS has gained popularity due to its high efficiency. One of reasons for high efficiency
may be that CS is a cooperative learner. Due to CS using multi-agents and sharing
information among them, the individual cooperation is a basic form. In LFRW, the best
individual is shared with others, while information exchange is happened between the
individuals in items of the crossover operation in BSRW.
The component cooperation is another form which is between LFRW and BSRW.
The population output from LFRW is continually optimised in BSRW, while the
population from BSRW is also coped with by LFRW. Along the view of component
cooperation, other evolutionary algorithms are viewed as cooperative components
integrated into CS to improve the performance (Wang et al., 2011a; Ghodrati and Lotfi,
2012; Li and Yin, 2012; Srivastava et al., 2012; Babukartik and Dhavachelvan, 2012).
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The third form is dimensional cooperation. To produce a solution vector for the
objective function, a valid solution vector can only be formed by using information from
dimension, e.g., DDICS (Wang et al., 2013c), Co2CS (Hu and Yin, 2013), and CCCS
(Zheng and Zhou, 2013). Co2CS and CCCS used the framework of cooperative
co-evolutionary (CC) proposed by Potter and de Jong (1994). However, these two
literatures did not investigate in detail the possibility that the partitioning could lead to
the introduction of pseudo-minima.
In light of the component cooperation, we propose a component-based cooperative
learner, called HCCPSO, which considers CC-based CS as a component, and PSO as
another component. The dimensional cooperation is still used in HCCSPSO, where the
CC framework is applied to CS which is similar to Co2CS and CCCS. HCCSPSO also
employs PSO which is embedded in the back of CC-based cuckoo search algorithm.
Meanwhile, the bi-group strategy is used for two cooperative components in HCCSPSO.
During iteration, the best population member, obtained by the CC cuckoo search
algorithm, is randomly embedded in the population for PSO. In this case, HCCPSO can
void the pseudo-minima produced by the CC algorithm. This is another motivation for
this paper. In addition, the subcomponents of best solution from the last cooperative
component are also randomly planted in the subcomponents of the previous one. We
investigate HCCSPSO on ten benchmark functions, and the results demonstrate the
improvement in the efficiency and the effect of the cooperation strategy, and the
promising of HCCSPSO.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the CS
algorithm, the PSO algorithm and the CC technique. Section 3 introduces the HCCSPSO
algorithm. Section 4 reports the experimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2

Preliminary

2.1 Cuckoo search
CS is a simple yet very promising population-based stochastic search technique, which is
based on three idealised rules (Yang and Deb, 2009, 2010). The first rule is that one egg,
laid by each cuckoo at each time, is dumped in randomly chosen nest. The second rule is
that the nests with high-quality eggs will carry over to the next generation. The third rule
is that the number of available host nests is fixed, and the host bird discovers the egg laid
by a cuckoo with a probability pa ∈ [0, 1].
Generally speaking, when CS is used to solve an objective function f(x) with the
solution search space [xj,min, xj,max], j = 1, 2,…,D, a nest represents a candidate solution
X = (x1,…,xD).
In the initialisation phase, CS initialises solutions that are randomly sampled from
solution space by
xi , j ,0 = xi , j ,min + r ×

( xi , j ,max − xi , j ,min ) ,

i = 1, 2,… , NP

(1)

where r represents a uniformly distributed random variable with the range [0, 1], and
NP is the population size.
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After initialisation, CS goes into iterative phase. At generation G (G > 0), LFRW is
firstly employed to search new solutions around the best solution obtained so far, and can
be formulated as follows.
X i ,G +1 = X i ,G + α 0

φ ×u
| v |1/ β

( X i ,G − X best )

(2)

where α0 is a scaling factor (generally, α0 = 0.01), Xi,G means the ith solution at generation
G, Xbest represents the best solution obtained so far, u and v are random numbers drawn
from normal distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, β is a constant and
set to 1.5, and φ is formulated as follows.
1/ β

⎛ Γ(1 + β ) × sin(π × β / 2) ⎞
φ =⎜
⎟
⎜⎜ Γ ⎛⎜ ⎛⎜ 1 + β ⎞⎟ × β × 2( β −1)/ 2 ⎟⎞ ⎟⎟
⎝ ⎝⎝ 2 ⎠

(3)

⎠⎠

where Γ is gamma function.
After LFRW, CS selects the better solutions from the current and new generated
solutions according to their fitness with the greedy strategy. In this case, CS can be easily
trapped into a local optimum, therefore, BSRW is used to discover new solutions far
enough away from the current best solution by far field randomisation. BSRW can be
modelled as follows.
⎧ xi , j ,G + r × ( xm, j ,G − xn, j ,G ) , rand > pa
xi , j ,G +1 = ⎨
otherwise
⎩ xi , j ,G ,

(4)

where m and n are random indexes, r is a scaling factor with the range [0, 1], and pa is a
finding probability.
After BSRW, CS also uses the greedy strategy to select the better solutions from the
current and new generated solutions according to their fitness. At the end of each
iteration process, the best solution is updated.

2.2 PSO
PSO, proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) and Eberhart and Kennedy (1995),
is a population-based stochastic optimisation technique. The population is made up of
potential solutions, called particles, similar to birds in a flock. In general, when PSO is
employed to solve an objective function f(x) with the D-dimensional search space, each
particle i has two vectors to maintain its state, namely, a position vector Xi(xi1,…,xiD) and
a velocity vector Vi(vi1,…,viD). During iteration, each particle updates its velocity by
learning from its historically best position and the best position of the whole swarm
obtained so far, and then updates its position according to its new updated velocity. The
update rules in the original PSO are given as follows.

vid = vid + c1r1d ( pBestid − xid ) + c2 r2 d ( gBestd − xid )

(5)

xid = xid + vid

(6)
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where pBesti(pBesti1,…,pBestiD) is the historically best position of ith particle,
gBest(gBest1,…,gBestD) means the best position of the whole swarm obtained so far,
c1 and c2 are acceleration parameters to learn the relative importance of pBesti and gBest,
respectively, d stands the dth dimension of search space, and r1d and r2d are uniformly
distributed random numbers within rang between 0 and 1 for dth dimension.
To ensure the velocity flying within a reasonable range, an inertia weight and a
constriction factor are proposed by Shi and Eberhart (1998). Therefore, the velocity
update rule is rewritten respectively as follows.
vid = ωvid + c1r1d ( pBestid − xid ) + c2 r2 d ( gBestd − xid )

(7)

where ω is an inertia weight.
Although, various improved PSOs have been developed, such as IPSO (Gao et al.,
2012), CMQPSO (Mu et al., 2013), CAPSO (Dai et al., 2014), IDPSO (Wang and Wang,
2014), DNSPSO (Wang et al., 2013a), GOPSO (Wang et al., 2011b), AMPSO (Wang
et al., 2013b), and so on, the PSO with inertia weight is employed in this paper, and ω
decreases linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 during iteration in the experimental simulations.

2.3 CC technique
The CC (Potter and de Jong, 1994) technique, regarded as an approach to implementing
the divide-and-conquer strategy, is a general framework for integrating evolution
algorithms to solve the complex and large optimisation problems. Problem
decomposition is the first and a critical step in the CC framework, where a large problem
should be decomposed into subcomponents. In other words, a D-dimensional
optimisation problem would be decomposed into m n-dimensional subcomponents where
D equals that m multiplies n. The next step is subcomponent optimisation where
each subcomponent would be separately optimised by the evolution algorithms.
Subcomponents cooperation would happen when subcomponents being evaluated. More
detailed description of CC framework can be found in the literatures (Potter and de Jong,
1994; Jansen and Wiegand, 2004; Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht, 2004; Shi et al., 2005;
Yang et al., 2008).

3

HCCSPSO

In this section, we propose a hybrid cooperative cuckoo search algorithm with particle
swarm optimisation, called HCCSPSO. The pseudo-codes of HCCSPSO are shown in
Figure 1.
In Figure 1, HCCSPSO uses the CC framework to decompose an optimisation
problem into several subcomponents which are separately optimised by the standard CS
algorithm. In HCCSPSO, to evaluate each subcomponent, a simple method is to select the
best solution of other subcomponents for constructing D-dimensional solution. In each
subcomponent, HCCSPSO selects the better solutions from the current and new
generated solutions according to their fitness with greedy strategy. For example,
the solution vector X = [x1, x2,…,xj,…,xD] can be decomposed into m SiX = [x1,
x2,…,xj,…,xD/m] (i = 1, 2,…,m) according to the CC framework. Being evolved by CS,
the new solution of ith subcomponent is NiX = [x1, x2,…xj,…xD/m]. To evaluate NiX and
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SiX, the D-dimensional solutions are composed as YN = [gbest1,…,gbesti–1, NiX,
gbesti+1,…,gbestm] and YS = [gbest1,…,gbesti–1, SiX, gbesti+1,…,gbestm]. If the fitness of
the solution YN is better than that of the solution YS, the solution SiX would be replaced
with NiX.
Figure 1

Pseudo-code of the HCCSPSO algorithm

HCCSPSO also uses the PSO algorithm laid at the behind of dimensional cooperation.
PSO optimises the entire D-dimensional solutions. It is worthy pointing out that the PSO
algorithm can be replaced with other evolutionary algorithms. Moreover, HCCSPSO
employs the bi-group strategy. During iteration, the best solution of pop1 is randomly
planted in pop2 optimised by PSO. In this case, HCCPSO can void the pseudo-minima
produced by the previous cooperative component. In addition, exchange information
happens after PSO. The subcomponents of best solution of pop2 are randomly embedded
in pop1.

4

Experimental verifications

In this section, a suite of ten unconstrained single-objective benchmark functions
(Suganthan et al., 2005) are used to validate the performance of HCCSPSO. These
functions include separable functions F1 and F9, and non-separable functions F2–F8 and
F10. More detailed description of them can be found in literature (Suganthan et al., 2005).
For HCCSPSO, there are three control parameters, namely, the population size NP,
the finding probability pa, and the number of subcomponent m. For all experiments,
unless a change is mentioned, the two population sizes NP are D which is the dimension
of problem and set 30, pa is 0.25, and m is 5. Moreover, in our experiments, each
algorithm is used to optimise each benchmark function over 50 independent runs. The
maximum number of function evaluations (MaxFEs) is 10,000 × D.
In our experimental studies, we select four performance criteria from the literature
(Suganthan et al., 2005; Noman and Iba, 2008) to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms.
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•

Error: Error is the function error value defined as (f(x) – f(x*)), where x* is the global
optimum of the function, and x is the best solution obtained by the algorithm in a
run. The minimum function error value that each algorithm can find is recorded in
different runs, and the average and the standard deviation of the error value are
calculated. The notation AVGEr ± SDEr is used in different tables.

•

Number of function evaluations (FES): The number of function evaluations is also
recorded in different runs when each algorithm archives the value to reach (VTR)
suggested in Noman and Iba (2008) within MaxFEs. The average and standard
deviation of FES, denoted AVGEv ± SDEv is used different tables.

•

Number of successful runs (SR): The number of successful runs is recorded when the
VTR is reached within MaxFEs.

•

Convergence graphs: The convergence graphs show the average function error value
performance of the total runs in respective experiments.

4.1 The effect of HCCSPSO
To show the performance of HCCSPSO, we focus on the solution accuracy and the
convergence speed of it. The solution accuracy obtained by HCCSPSO is compared with
the ones obtained by CS in Table 1. The best results are marked in boldface. The t-test
results between HCCSPSO and CS is also given.
Table 1
Fun

Solution accuracy obtained by CS and HCCSPSO
CS

HCCSPSO

AVGEr ± SDEr

AVGEr ± SDEr

t-test

F1

7.72e-30 ± 2.10e-29

0.00e+00 ± 0.00e+00

2.599‡

F2

8.15e-03 ± 8.29e-03

7.81e-09 ± 1.60e-08

6.952‡

F3

2.11e+06 ± 4.68e+05

8.79e+05 ± 5.15e+05

12.509‡

F4

1.82e+03 ± 9.42e+02

2.96e+02 ± 4.20e+02

10.448‡

F5

3.04e+03 ± 8.05e+02

6.39e+03 ± 1.97e+03

–11.131‡

F6

2.43e+01 ± 2.55e+01

3.01e+00 ± 2.66e+00

5.872‡

F7

1.03e-03 ± 2.51e-03

2.28e-02 ± 2.02e-02

–7.562‡

F8

2.09e+01 ± 5.28e-02

2.07e+01 ± 1.36e-01

9.694‡

F9

2.86e+01 ± 6.05e+00

1.80e+00 ± 2.15e+00

29.515‡

F10

1.75e+02 ± 2.99e+01

1.40e+02 ± 4.60e+01

4.511‡

Note: ‡: the value of t with 98 degrees of freedom is significant at 0.05 level by a
two-tailed t-test between HCCSPSO and CS

From Table 1, it is clearly that HCCPSO outperforms CS for the separable functions, and
overall archived the better solution accuracy than CS on the non-separable functions. For
example, HCCPSO does better than CS on F1 and F9, especially obtains the global
optimum on F1. Moreover, HCCPSO provides the solutions with higher accuracy to F2,
F3, F4, F6, F8, and F10. However, HCCSPSO does not show an advantage on F5 and F7.
This is perhaps because that there are not enough population sizes to provide the more
diversity information for HCCSPSO to solve this kind of optimisation problems.
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Table 2 lists the average number of function evaluations and the number of successful
runs when CS and HCCPSO reach the VTR within MaxFEs. It is obviously that
HCCPSO overall has a faster and steadier convergence to the VTR than CS. In terms of
SR, HCCSPSO shares with CS on F1, but HCCSPSO performs better than CS with the
help of FES. In addition, HCCSPSO significantly outperforms CS for F2, F6 and F9 by
means of SR or FES. CS defeats HCCSPSO on F7 by the aid of SR, however, in terms of
FES, HCCSPSO converge faster than CS does at the beginning of iteration.
Table 2

Average FES to reach VTR by CS and HCCSPSO
CS

HCCSPSO

AVGEv ± SDEv (SR)

AVGEV ± SDEV (SR)

F1

9,3154.0 ± 2,410.3 (50)

2,1998.0 ± 715.6 (50)

F2

-

229,594.0 ± 20,476.8 (50)

F6

-

180,197.0 ± 43,830.9 (15)

F7

154,552.0 ± 25,342.7 (50)

56,650.0 ± 12,298.4 (22)

F9

-

65,452.0 ± 10,970.0 (16)

Fun

Figure 2

Convergence graphs of CS and HCCSPSO for (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F4, and (d) F8
(see online version for colours)
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To provide more information about the convergence process of HCCSPSO, Figure 2
shows the convergence process curve of F1, F2, F4, and F8 optimised by CS and
HCCSPSO. It is apparent that HCCSPSO perform better than CS in terms of final
solution and convergence speed.
From the above discussion, HCCSPSO with cooperative strategy overall outperforms
CS without cooperative strategy in terms of solution accuracy and convergence speed. It
can be concluded that improvement in the efficiency and the effect of cooperative
strategy, and the promising of HCCSPSO.

4.2 Comparison with other improved CS algorithms
In this section, CSPSO (Wang et al., 2011a) and Co2CS (Hu and Yin, 2013) are chosen
to compare with HCCSPSO. The former combined CS with PSO, and the latter employed
the CC framework. In addition, HCCSPSO is also compared with OLCS (Li and Yin,
2012) which used component cooperation with CS and orthogonal experiment design
method. Table 3 lists the results where the results of the compared algorithms are directly
taken from the literature (Hu and Yin, 2013). In addition, ‘rank’ denotes the ranking of
the corresponding algorithm.
From Table 3, there is no specific algorithm to achieve the best solution for all
optimisation problems. For example, in terms of the solution accuracy, CSPSO brings
solutions with highest accuracy to F2 and F4. OLCS does best in optimising F5 and F7.
Co2CS is good at F3 and F8. HCCSPSO yields the global optimum on F1, and bring
solutions with higher accuracy to F6, F9, and F10.
Table 3 also ranks the algorithms on performance in terms of solution accuracy. It can
be observed that HCCSPSO offers the best overall performance, followed by Co2CS,
CSPSO, and OLCS with the help of the final rank.
Table 3
Fun
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
Ave. R
Final. R

Solution accuracy obtained by CSPSO, Co2CS, OLCS, and HCCSPSO
CSPSO

CO2CS

AVGEr ± SDEr

Rank

AVGEr ± SDEr

Rank

2.65e-28 ± 2.67e-28
1.41e-11 ± 2.68e-10
8.01e+05 ± 6.49e+05
5.93e+01 ± 4.39e+01
3.25e+03 ± 9.33e+02
6.56e+00 ± 1.78e+01
2.22e-02 ± 1.20e-15
2.09e+01 ± 5.62e-02
1.57e+02 ± 2.21e+01
2.52e+02 ± 5.86e+01
2.6
3

3
1
2
1
2
3
3
3
4
4

4.10e-30 ± 2.86e-29
1.26e-09 ± 2.11e-09
6.63e+05 ± 3.40e+05
3.93e+02 ± 1.15e+03
7.64e+03 ± 1.89e+03
5.24e+00 ± 3.22e+00
1.56e-02 ± 1.19e-02
2.06e+01 ± 2.06e-01
9.68e+00 ± 3.20e+00
1.68e+02 ± 5.03e+01
2.2
2

2
2
1
3
4
2
2
1
2
3
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Solution accuracy obtained by CSPSO, Co2CS, OLCS, and HCCSPSO (continued)
OLCS

HCCSPSO

AVGEr ± SDEr

Rank

AVGEr ± SDEr

Rank

F1

2.41e-26 ± 6.21e-26

4

0.00e+00 ± 0.00e+00

1

F2

5.70e-02 ± 4.79e-02

4

7.81e-09 ± 1.60e-08

3

F3

2.57e+06 ± 7.13e+05

4

8.79e+05 ± 5.15e+05

3

F4

2.37e+03 ± 1.23e+03

4

2.96e+02 ± 4.20e+02

2

F5

2.44e+03 ± 7.31e+02

1

6.39e+03 ± 1.97e+03

3

F6

2.45e+01 ± 1.99e+01

4

3.01e+00 ± 2.66e+00

1

F7

4.72E-04 ± 1.13E-03

1

2.28e-02 ± 2.02e-02

4

F8

2.09e+01 ± 5.31e-02

3

2.07e+01 ± 1.36e-01

2

F9

3.54e+01 ± 6.64e+00

3

1.80e+00 ± 2.15e+00

1

F10

1.54e+02 ± 3.74e+01

2

1.40e+02 ± 4.60e+01

1

Ave. R

3.0

2.1

Final. R

4

1

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, by combing with the PSO algorithm, we proposed HCCSPSO aiming at
voiding the pseudo-minima produced by CC-based CS. In addition, HCCSPSO used the
bi-group strategy. During iteration, the first population was optimised by CC-based CS,
and the best solution was randomly embedded in the second population evolved by PSO.
The subcomponents of best solution obtained by PSO were also randomly planted in the
subcomponents of first population.
We investigated HCCSPSO on ten benchmark functions proposed in the CEC2005
special session on real-parameter optimisation. The results showed that the improvement
in the efficiency and the effect of the cooperation strategy, and the promising of
HCCSPSO. Additionally, we plan to apply HCCSPSO to more benchmark functions
including some real-world optimisation problems for further examinations.
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